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HISTORY

Started in 1856, Lindstrom has set the standard in
precision tool manufacturing. The oldest continuous
producer of handtools in existence today, Lindstrom
maintains its edge over the competition through its
technical understandThe Rx8211 combines good
ing, response to
application visibility, hand and
market needs, and
tool positioning capability and
small size with great strength.
commitment to adIt is among one of the best angle
vanced technology.
head tools on the market and a
prime example of that which is
Metallurgy, manutruly Lindstrom – precision with
facturing techniques,
power. See page 43 for more on
Rx8211.
and
tremendously
skilled crafts people
(particularly in the
hardening of steel)
are the hallmarks of
this world renowned
Swedish manufacturer.
Some companies
have been able to
implement one facet
or another of the
Lindstrom manufacturing cycle. Others
have attempted to
copy the form, appearance and even the actual part
numbers of Lindstrom cutters. However, none has
been able to successfully blend all the elements that
are required to achieve the level of performance
recognized worldwide as belonging to a true
Lindstrom cutter.

workers, tool manufacturers designed a cutter that
left a wide, pyramid-shaped lead end after cutting. Its
hardness was adequate for the strain put on the cutter
blades. Moreover, the cutters had to be designed
with an overall ruggedness: capable of withstanding
a drop from a ten-story building without being
severely damaged.
However, as the electronics and other related
industries developed, the requirements on tools, and
in particular cutters, became far different. For
example, many people believe that an electrician
must do a lot of cutting. Yet, an electrician may make

An electronic assembly operator may make more cuts in one
month than an electrician makes in a lifetime.

BACKGROUND
Many years ago, cutters were primarily used in
heavy-duty work, i.e., cutting heavy electrical wire
and wires used in the telecom field. In order to meet
the requirements of linemen and other general use
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fewer cuts in his lifetime than some electronic
assembly workers make in one month! Therefore, the
need for cutting small wires thousands and thousands
of times necessitated a radically new and innovative
technology.

you some kind of ”super” cutter for all applications.
Some inherent ”trade-offs” in the design of tools
and choices must be made in order to meet certain
application requirements. For example:
At what point is the cutter head small enough to gain
access and still be able to withstand the impact of
cutting wires (of various sizes) innumerable times?
How flush should the cutting edges be in order to
meet tough specifications yet still keep tool life extended to the maximum? And what about resistance to
edge damage due to occasional misuse?
To what degree of hardness should the tool be made
in order to extend tool life and still limit breakage
due to being too brittle?
What type of joint should be put into a tool to extend
the precision of the cutting edges and still be cost
effective for you to use?

The Rx8140 used in traditional over-hand grip. See page 40 for
more on Rx8140.

Small cutters were needed that could cut both
extremely small and relatively large diameter wires,
often of quite different materials. In addition, the lead
ends had to be quite different since the solderability
of these wires was of paramount importance. These
lead ends had to be covered completely and properly
with no bare copper (or basis material) exposed.
Compounding the problem was the accessibility
issue, as not all cutters could get into the same area.
Transmission of the mechanical shock of cutting
to sensitive semiconductors added even more
cutter design challenges. However, despite some
manufacturersʼ claims to the contrary, there are no
secret or ”magic” materials or processes that can give
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Understanding these trade-offs is the key to
making an objective and cost-effective choice of
tools for your specific application.
M AT E R I A L S

Every cutter begins with basic materials. However,
materials can vary greatly with just a minute change
in the mixture. A slight adjustment to the ingredients
can affect how a particular steel reacts, and Lindstrom
has been refining this mixture for almost 150 years.
The 1% Carbon, combined with a pinch of
chrome and various other materials, is very similar
to the steel grade and mixture used for high quality
ball bearings. This is the material used for Lindstrom
Rx and 80-Series cutters.
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RESILIENCY

One of the challenges in tool design and usage alike
is the search to increase tool life. Decreased life is
caused generally by usage beyond the limits of the
material and its corresponding hardness.
The use of ball bearing grade steel together with
proper heat treatment offers the possibility of a
cutter of tremendous resiliency and toughness with
the ability to withstand greater impact, yet with the
ability to return to its original form without damage.
This is one of the reasons why Lindstrom cutters
offer greater life and have less breakage than other
brands used in the same applications.
LUBRICITY

Another characteristic that emerges from a
Lindstrom cutter is the ease with which the
tool makes its cut. It is as if there is a built-in
lubricant, which makes the cutting easier.
This not only helps to make a better cutter,
but also reduces operator fatigue.

cooled (after hardening) and recognizing the different
strength capacities of that steel are some of the key
factors that make the hardening process a difficult
science to master.
Measuring the hardness on a Rockwell Hardness
Scale, Lindstrom cutters are elevated to a hardness of
63-65 on the cutting edge, as marked on the ”C” scale
of the tester. This hardness ranks among the highest
of any cutters made. For most manufacturers, this
hardness level would create a high breakage rate.
Yet, because of the steel and proper control and
consistency of the hardening area, and even when
used beyond the rated capacity (as they often are!)
Lindstrom cutters have remarkably little breakage.

HARDNESS

Different steels have different personalities – each
allowing a certain level of hardness. If a specific
steel is hardened too much for its composition, it
will break easily. On the other hand, not enough
hardening can sharply reduce tool life. How a steel is
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METHODS

OF

MANUFACTURING

FORGINGS

One of the major breakthroughs in Lindstrom
technology is the ability to produce exact, precision
forgings. Without that capability, the automated
production process cannot be utilized effectively.
Therefore, as the first step in the manufacturing cycle,
forgings are a key element in the total production
process. To maintain interchangeability, every
forging must be perfectly precise and compatible to
one another.

Stamped tools have a straight grain; this construction is useful
for certain applications but ultimate tool life and strength can be
compromised.

Cutters produced by an extrusion method have a cross grain
structure; thus, they are susceptible to greater breakage,
particularly along the cutting edges and the joint.
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Forged cutters are usually the strongest. Their grain structure
follows the profile of the cutter.

Despite automation, any production process can
be extremely limiting if not utilized effectively.
Lindstrom effectiveness is directly related to the use
of forgings of exact dimensions. When forgings are
not uniform, it becomes nearly impossible to obtain
the repeatability necessary to produce a consistent
quality tool. Attempts have been made by others in
the industry to automate the manufacturing process
without such forgings, but the tools produced are
physically erratic. The result is an increased breakage
level or rapid deterioration of the cutting edges
– expensive tools at any price.

The Rx8247 and even more refined Rx8248 (top), extend the range
of applications for angle head cutters. See page 44 and 45 for
more on Rx8247 and Rx8248.
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PROCESSES

BOX JOINT

Anyone involved in manufacturing knows that
to attain a quality process, there are no shortcuts
– learning must be by doing. Subsequent steps in
the Lindstrom cutter production process have been
painstakingly developed over a 30-year period
backed by 150 years of precision tool production
and know-how. Lindstrom is constantly seeking the
best way to achieve consistent quality results. These
results are seen in the perfect symmetry of the cutter
components, the exactness of the grinding, and the
consistent hardening. The reliability and consistency
of these details are the Lindstrom hallmark.

The box joint is an older process, developed initially
for the jewelry trade where intricate and precise
forming of delicate metals is required. The joint is
made by sliding one side through the opening of
the other side of the joint. Once cooled, the
opening closes or is closed, tightening
the two sides, which are then linked by
a rivet. Most manufacturers typically
expand the slot in the head to allow
the other half of the tool to be
assembled. This offers the
possibility of introducing
variations on inner contact
surfaces in terms of finish and
tolerances.

CUTTER JOINTS

Of the three primary types of connections commonly
used – lap joint with screw, box joint, and lap joint
with rivet – each has a distinct value that you should
consider in evaluating your choice of cutter.
LAP JOINT WITH RIVET

The lap joint with rivet is both economical and
effective for those tools used for occasional work
or for heavy-duty cutting where the requirements
for precision are not as great. This jointʼs
limitation is that it is difficult to achieve
the precision of a screw and nut in terms
of holding torque and bearing surface for
moving parts and thus it can loosen or
develop ”play” more easily over
time. This leads to misaligned
cutting edges, a property that
is not conducive to exact and
continuous cutting.

LAP JOINT WITH SCREW

The lap joint with screw is the marriage of a fine pitch
threaded screw and miniature nut. It is extremely
important that these two parts are geometrically
correct. However, there is more to achieving strength
and precision in the joint than that. For example, a
screw-and-nut combination that is absolutely flush
with the edge of the tool may have insufficient threads
to maintain consistent alignment. On the other
hand, a screw-and-nut combination that has
external heads on both sides of the joint
may limit the cutterʼs possibility to be used
for a number of tight access applications.
Lindstrom eliminated this predicament
through the positive integration
of both designs. With one flat
external head and one flush
head, both adverse conditions
are eliminated. In the end, this design
assures the user of sufficient threads for
continuous alignment and a narrower profile
for greater accessibility.
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CUTTER HEAD SHAPE AND SIZE

Head shapes vary in size and configuration depending
on the application. However, there are four primary
types, with variations of each.

However, since the tapered head does not stand up to
occasional misuse so well as an oval head design of
similar dimensions, a greater degree of care should
be observed in its use.

O VA L H E A D

Most common of all the
head shapes is the oval head.
Combining
strength
and
flexibility, the oval head can
withstand and distribute the
impact of cutting and is utilized
in a myriad of applications.
The head shape combined with
materials, method of manufacturing, type of cut, and
the toolʼs hardness, determine the range of cutting
capability.
The Rx8130 with
miniature oval head
will cut copper wire
up to 1.25mm/16
gauge in diameter.
Yet, the Rx8130
is far smaller than
models from other
manufacturers
considered to be
of similar capacity
and is one of the
strongest miniature
cutters on the
market. See page 40
for more on Rx8130.

TA P E R E D H E A D

When the sides of a cutter head
are shaped along diagonal lines,
the operator can effectively
broaden the range of tasks this
tool can fulfill. The Lindstrom
tapered head cutter utilizes this design without
reducing the cutting range, and increases the number
of areas that the operator can gain access to.
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Tapered Rx8143 allows better tip access yet still has a good
general range of cutting capacity. See page 41 for more on
Rx8143.

Tapered Rx8143 improves cutting access in component removal.
See page 41 for more on Rx8143.
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TA P E R E D A N D
RELIEVED HEAD

This head style is the smallest
of the standard cutting heads
available. Not only does it
taper on both sides, but also the
underside is cut away, allowing
the operator to gain access into
some difficult areas. Although
this provides an obvious advantage, this head style
does have a slightly reduced cutting range.
Special care should be taken not to use tapered
and relieved cutters outside their specified range of
cutting capability.

Tapered and relieved Rx8146 provides improved access and
visibility for even the most difficult job. See page 41 for more on
Rx8146.

Tip cutter Rx8149 is an even more specialized adaptation of the tapered and relieved style. Its extreme tapering on all sides allows
access and reach. See page 42 for more on Rx8149.
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Angle head Rx8247 provides benefit of reach and operator
visibility. See page 44 for more on Rx8247.

ANGLE HEAD

This head shape is sometimes
called an oblique style with its
head set at an angle to the main
body of the cutter, the purpose
of which is to reach between
wires or parts or into areas

Rx8211 (top) offers outstanding strength and cutting capacity
while Rx8247 (bottom) offers better reach. See page 43 for more
on Rx8211 and page 44 for more on Rx8247.

which are difficult to access. Tools of this design can
also be used to trim standard leads or parts – with
the advantage being that the operatorʼs hand can be
in a different position if desired. The cutting range
of the angulated head will vary depending upon its
style, but some degree of care should be observed in
its use.

The Rx8140 (left) used in
traditional over-hand grip.
Rx8247 (right) allows an
inverted grip in a similar
application. See page 40 for
more on Rx8140 and page
44 for more on Rx8247.
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CUTTING EDGES
Explaining the type of cut that a particular cutter
makes is perhaps the greatest area of confusion
and worthy of special study as there is no real
standardization of terminology, and each brand offers
its own description of its type of cut. Understanding
these differences is particularly important in the
ordering process.
It is imperative that you recognize what type of
cut you require and what the cut lead-end should look
like after it is cut. This is especially true in the tighter
requirements and specifications of military and highend commercial electronics.
THE SEMI-FLUSH CUT

This type of cut leaves a
large lead-end, shaped like
a pyramid, and has been
manufactured for decades
by every tool manufacturer.
This type of cutting edge is
a good application match
for general electrical or hobby cutting where tool
price is often the primary consideration.
This application match is good due to the fact that
the cut lead shape is satisfactory for these applications
and the cutting edge itself does not require a high
level of hardness, sophisticated material to
achieve that hardness, or an extremely
precise type of joint in order to
function.
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THE MICRO-BEVEL

®

CUT

To meet the requirements of the electronic assembly
industry, Lindstrom designed the Micro-Bevel. Its
unique cut is quite different
from the semi-flush cutter.
Its leads are ”pinched”,
unlike the pyramid look of
the semi-flush cut, allowing
less altitude and smaller
overall
surface
area.
Because of its design, it has
an extremely wide cutting
range, and a variety of uses
far beyond any other cutter
produced today. For example:
Lindstrom produces a cutter
(Rx8130) that has a cutting range for copper from
0.2 mm/32 gauge to 1.25 mm/16 gauge yet has a
remarkably small overall head size.
THE FLUSH CUT

The cutting result of most
”flush” cutters, their individual
terminology notwithstanding,
is somewhat similar. Flush
cutters also pinch the leads,
but at a lower altitude than
Micro-Bevel cutters.
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These cutters have finer cutting edges than semiflush or Micro-Bevel cutters.
Lindstromʼs flush cut also creates a pinched lead.
However, it is configured slightly differently than
that produced by other cutters. The Lindstrom flush
cutter leaves a narrower and shorter taper along the
pinch, thereby reducing the total exposed area. The
reason for using a Lindstrom flush cutter rather
than the Micro-Bevel is to meet a slightly tighter
specification for the cut lead-end or to gain a more
flush result to a board, component, or part.
EXCEEDING THE FLUSH CUT

Many manufacturers have a cut which, in reality,
is just a smaller pinch, allowing OEMs to meet
solderability specifications and alleviate shock. This
pinched lead is deemed acceptable for many items
produced for high-specification applications, but
confusion is caused by the size and height of the
pinch as each cut will vary from brand to brand and
between manufacturers.
The general consensus is that the greater this
pinch becomes, the less the acceptability of the cut.
The critical area here is realizing that as the cutter
wears down, the size of the pinch increases and
could rise above the maximum acceptable height.
Moreover, the greater the pinch, the greater the
mechanical shock transmitted.

T H E U LT R A - F L U S H

®

CUT

The question to be addressed then is why have a
pinch cut at all? Lindstrom engineers have designed
the Ultra-Flush cutter
which virtually eliminates
the pinch other cutters
make. The Ultra-Flush
configures two flat planes
with a barely discernible
line separating each of
these planar surfaces. Only
a precise screw joint and a
specially designed radius on the cutting edge could
allow this razor-sharp edge to be utilized effectively.
The trade-off in this case is a more limited cutting
range and greater possibility for edge damage due to
misuse. However, with the exception of Lindstromʼs
own Micro-Bevel and Flush cutters, the Ultra-Flush
will outlast any other ”flush” or ”shear” type of tool
and still match competitive cutting ranges.
The unique design of the Ultra-Flush is perfect
for use in close tolerance electronic and medical
device assembly where concerns about final lead-end
configuration and mechanical shock transmission are
a top priority.

Almost all Rx and 80-Series cutters can be equipped with a
lead-catcher. See page 96 for more on lead-catchers.
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PLIERS
EXTENSIONS OF THE HAND

Holding pliers are used on the toughest, most
forceful applications – from removing plate steel
retaining pins on an oil derrick to the most sensitive
and sterile of environments such as surgery. This is
because pliers represent the functional expression
of replicating and increasing the capabilities of the
human hand across many dimensions, particularly of
the thumb and adjoining finger, in terms of force and
precision.

The 8140 cutter and 7891 holding plier
combine capabilities in some electronic
”surgery.” See page 48 for more on 8140
and page 56 for more on 7891.

That is why holding pliers are available today
in an almost limitless number of shapes, styles,
configurations, materials and sizes.

P L I E R E VA L U AT I O N

Evaluating pliers in an
objective manner is not
a straightforward task.
Cutters, for example,
can be put on a machine
or on the assembly line,
and capacity or number
of cuts can be tested
with some degree of
confidence.
Holding pliers are
not so easily tested in an
objective way – again,
because of the almost
limitless way in which
they are configured and
used and also because
of their often very long
service life.
The forces at work on
The Rx7890 in an inverted grip is
pliers are also different
used to straighten a connector pin.
from cutters. In a cutter,
See page 46 for more on Rx7890.
force and wear act on
the joint in primarily a single plane, and the overall
concern is the precision with which the joint keeps the
edges in alignment together with the performance of
the cutting edges and jaws when subject to the impact
and wear of continuous cutting. By comparison, the
joint in a holding plier must be able to withstand the
very high and often simultaneous force of
multiple plane actions such as holding and
twisting in combination with pushing
or pulling. In addition, in most
applications actual wear on the plier
jaws is somewhat secondary to the concern
with the ultimate strength and resistance to
breakage of the jaws with maximum force applied.
Therefore, holding plier performance and capability
tend to be strongly influenced by the type and quality
of construction of the pivot joint used.
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The consideration of the positives and negatives
of each of these constructions can be somewhat
different than for cutters. The key is to take these
considerations into account together with your
intended application and frequency of use so that you
can make an informed, cost-effective decision.
LAP JOINT WITH RIVET

The most common joint used in pliers is the
lap joint with rivet. This is due to the cost and
performance of such a construction being
suitable for many general-purpose
tasks. However, lap joint with
rivet pliers have a tendency
towards a number of problems in
assembly tasks where the overall
tool itself cannot be made big enough to
compensate for the possible weaknesses of this
joint. Specifically, the jaws have a tendency to roll
over when lead forming, and “play” due to wear can
be rapid.
Therefore, although lap joint with rivet pliers often
have the lowest price, this joint tends not to have the
life or the performance capability often required of
small pliers for intricate forming. If the operator is
using a larger, medium- to heavy-duty plier, the lap
joint with rivet will often suffice as the joint and plier
itself are now large enough to offset the joint wear
and flex issues present in smaller pliers.
BOX JOINT
AND LAP JOINT WITH SCREW

Lindstrom technical analysis has found that the box
joint plier or lap joint with screw serves assembly
industries best. These allow the plier to retain rigidity,
maintaining the correct alignment
of the jaws, and preventing
“jaw roll” when forming. This
condition often is prevalent in
other types of pliers

Bent nose Rx7892 allows operator to use an over-hand grip
and side access to connector pin and can provide visibility
advantages in other applications as well. See page 47 for more
on Rx7892.

and becomes especially obvious as the tool begins
to wear and the joint loosens.
The construction of the Lindstrom
box joint is of special consideration
because it features a unique
design and construction. This
design allows the slot in the
joint to remain undisturbed and thus
undistorted when the two halves of the tool
are assembled. This results in a joint of greater
precision and smoothness, thus ensuring long
life with minimal wear.
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The Rx7890 with a gentle side bevel and strong tips can be used
for almost any type of bending and forming. See page 46 for
more on Rx7890.

you will have the rolling action common to most
lap joint with rivet pliers. However, the greater taper
allowed by the rigid Lindstrom box joint plier means
that the actual tip of the plier can be much smaller
than other types of pliers, relative to the jaw length.
This slope greatly increases the range of diameters
possible when lead forming. As a consequence,
you can utilize fewer tools for more applications.
The trade-off once again is the price consideration
since the box joint or lap joint with screw pliers
are usually priced higher than plain lap
joint with rivet types. However, in
view of the greater utility of a
Lindstrom box joint plier,
the ultimate cost is
often less.

The rigidity of the box joint utilized by Lindstrom
allows the plier to be configured with a longer jaw
and greater taper. This is advantageous for a number
of reasons, some of which are obvious – some of
which are not. The longer jaw, in combination with
the rigid box joint, allows greater accessibility of
work without the concern of “jaw roll.”
Equally important but not so obvious is the
opportunity to reduce the number of pliers
needed on the workbench. For example,
if you are using a lap joint with rivet
pliers, separate small needle
nose or chain nose pliers
may be required for very
fine work. Otherwise,
The Rx7891 (left)
with serrations adds
additional gripping
friction when required.
Rx7890 (right) has
smooth jaws for
reduced possibility to
scratch surfaces. See
page 46 for more on
Rx7890 and Rx7891.
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TW E E Z E R S
Throughout the evolution of tweezers as a range,
some tweezer styles such as 1, 2, 3C, 5, AA, etc.,
have remained as identical in design and as popular
in usage as in the past. However, even though many
tweezer styles carry generic designations, there are
variances within each style, depending on the origin.
Once the style is determined, special attention should
be given to four important criteria:

M AT E R I A L S

Once these factors are determined, then the next
step is to decide what tweezer material is to be used.
A wide variety of materials are available: Carbon,
stainless, special stainless materials, nickel plating,
nickel-content, and even beryllium and titanium.
However, for use in most assembly or repair
situations, three primary types will suffice: carbon,
stainless, and special stainless steel.
M AT E R I A L D E S I G N AT I O N

1. How are the tweezer tips finished?
2. How symmetrical are the two sides?
3. How delicate do they feel?
4. How easily do they handle small parts?

Standardized suffix letters designate materials. These
designations are listed below with the consideration
for each material.
CARBON STEEL

Carbon steel has strong, flame-hardened tips, but has
low rust resistance and can develop a high level of
magnetism. If the tweezer is made of Carbon steel,
there will be no suffix letter. (Example: ”3.” )
S TA I N L E S S S T E E L

Stainless steel is rust-resistant with reasonably
strong tips, but with less hardness and shorter life
than carbon. In time, however, they are susceptible
to rust and magnetism (care and use factors
notwithstanding.)
If the tweezer is made of stainless steel, the
tweezer will be designated with the suffix letter ”S.”
(Example: ”3-S.”)
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S P E C I A L S TA I N L E S S S T E E L

This special stainless steel is 304/305 stainless
steel which has excellent anti-acid (resistant to
hydrofluoric and nitric acids), anti-magnetic, and
rust-resistant properties. Its special properties make it
the most popular material used today. If the tweezer
is made of this steel, it will be labeled with the suffix
”SA.” (Example: ”3-SA.”)
SMD HANDLING TWEEZERS

If SMDs are manipulated by hand, solderable
surfaces can be contaminated and lead to faulty
joints. Tweezers can alleviate this problem as well as
make handling SMDs easier.
In many situations, tweezers are superior to
other handling devices such as vacuum pick-ups.
For example, in desoldering, tweezers give a firmer
grip – especially when dealing with wave soldered
components glued to a board. In positioning
individual components, tweezers can give the
operator better control of location and pressure.
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Along with perfect tip alignment and gripping
surfaces that fit the shape and size of the component,
it is important that the tweezersʼ paddles or tips have
smooth edges and be highly polished and totally
free of burrs or marks. If not, then damage to the
components or the board itself could result.
The tips should also be at an oblique angle in
order to allow the operator the greatest visibility,
which is especially important when working with
fine pitch components.
The tweezers should have sufficient opening so
that manual opening of the handles is not needed.
(Reverse action tweezers excepted.)
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DESIGN
ERGONOMICS

Professionals used to be satisfied with very durable
steel tools. This emphasis on durability meant that
almost all attention was focused on the composition
of steel, the life of cutting edges, joints, etc. Thus,
for many years, the design of high quality tools for
professional use in industry has been technology
driven, rather than operator oriented.
Today, users are more demanding in terms of
function and comfort. As a matter of fact, a growing
number of professional users now demand tools
that meet the highest standards of performance and
simultaneously reduce the risk of injury in the short
and long term.
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This demand is primarily due to two factors: First,
the increased concern with safety at the workplace,
particularly with regard to the frequent involvement
of both repetitive motions and high force in many
industrial tasks, often in combination with poor
hand/arm posture caused by the inappropriate design
of some traditional handtools. The costs for the use
of inappropriate handtools, unsuitable work stations,
and job routines will, of course, be shared among the
individual operators, the company, and society in the
form of direct medical expenses, work lost, reduced
quality, training of workers, disruption of work,
increased insurance and administrative costs.
Second, this demand reflects the recognition of
the importance of quality as well as output volume in
many industrial tasks, and the need for tools which
enhance not only user capabilities but which also
offer the ability to give consistent, high performance
results – day in and day out.
By introducing ergonomists and industrial
designers into the design process, additional focus is
being placed upon industry and operator demands.
Thus, the dynamics of tool use, operator preference
and the size and shape of the handtool are now all
design priorities.
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Lindstrom Rx7890 plier exemplifies state - of - the - art handtool
design, function and performance. For more on Rx7890 see page
46.
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DESIGN PRIORITIES

A good handtool should reduce the risk of direct
injury. It should:
• not have any sharp edges on the handle.
• minimize wear and tear on the skin.
• reduce the risk of usersʼ hands getting caught in
tight spots.
• reduce the risk of usersʼ hands coming into
contact with sharp edges.
• be slip-resistant.
A good handtool should reduce the risk of
long-term injury. It should:
• have the optimal weight for its purpose.
• have a grip that protects the user from hot and
cold temperatures.
• minimize the build-up of muscular tension during
lengthy jobs.
• have a large gripping surface that exerts low,
even pressure across the hand.
• deliver the greatest possible power with the least
possible effort.
• be perfectly balanced.

GOOD HANDTOOLS
ARE NO ACCIDENT

As a consequence of the demands on modern
handtools, good handtools are not developed by
accident and are not created in isolation. They
have to be developed in collaboration with working
professionals, together with specialists in ergonomics
and industrial design. Our handtools are good
because we take the time to ponder and review the
results of this collaboration. They are good because
we do not rush. We create better tools by taking one
step at a time.
The result? Quite simply, better handtools.
We guarantee it. Tools that are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easier to use.
More comfortable to hold.
Significantly more functional.
Deliver more power.
Give the user a better sense of control.
Enable greater precision.

Take a look at the Lindstrom Rx cutters and pliers on
page 42 and screwdrivers on page 90, for examples of
our commitment to meeting your requirements.

A good handtool should make the userʼs job easier.
It should:
• be the correct size and design for its purpose.
• be able to be used in different positions.
• be adjustable in many different positions.
• be adjustable – even when wearing gloves.
• be designed for use with either hand.
• be easy to hold, with the right degree of
friction against the skin.
• be available in different sizes, suitable for
different tasks.
• tolerate lubricants and solvents.
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